After a lifetime of cult experiences, we thought we had two books to write. One book
was about the insidious nature behind political, religious, and racial cults—and why
racism is not going away (ever)—where we may need to go—the other book about the
yet hidden ancient Quantum-like science of Karma.
Then came 2015, the Trump Cult, QAnon, the QOP (the late GOP), the “Flat Earth,”
and “lizard baby-eating pedophiles” running the world, including the Royal Family, the
Dalai Lama, Oprah, and Hillary Clinton—“from outer space!!” All during a deadly Global
Pandemic. “Holy cow [$#¡†!], Batman,” we thought. “These are exactly like the fundamentalists’ cults, in motive, profile, nature, and reason.” And all tied together in a tragically comical causality—Quantum-like Karmic theory—from the world’s oldest, 25,000year-old Philosophical Texts, plus modern scientists, and world-renowned philosophers
across time. And it all seems to make sense when you stitch it all together.
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However, due to the insidious nature of the coincidental overlaps, and the morons
involved, this could ONLY be explained by going completely [bleeping] politically
incorrect. Still, a sincere and critical outlook for students of Yoga and Eastern Spirituality! We hope you find this unique perspective both enlightening and enjoyable. \\\
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…About

James Ordóñez began studying Zen Buddhism in his early teenage years. He
was a dysfunctional snot-nose thirteen-year-old and found a tattered book on
a pigeon pooped park bench—Alan Watts’ “The Way of Zen.”
In any case, there was something very wrong with Him. There still is —
Thank God!

…Introduction

“If you’re not outraged, you’re not paying attention!” was Heather’s last post
before being run over and killed by hatred from a racial cult. Her sacrifice was
one of the millions of observations of the previous several decades contributing
to the need for this bird’s eye view from Ancient Texts & Modern Science.
The cause is more insidious than we can imagine. Without the outrage, there
is no grasp of this topic—so we’re breaking all the rules—yes—including
grammar! ¿¿Got a problem with that?

Then, going into seventh grade, he was placed in an experimental class. They
were lab rats, and ‘Junior High School Quantum Theory’ was the experiment.
It was all downhill from there, into some rabbit hole that seemed to reflect
his dark childhood—ironically. He began to understand why everything and
everyone around him seemed selfish, almost cruel and appeared to have little
common sense and little if no empathy. He had to know what the [bleep] was
going on in this lunatic fringe.

Guaranteed! A lot of folks are going to hate this—indeed, some cult members
from both political and religious cults and just dull-headed racial conservatives living in a failed past. Ask us if we give a [bleep]. We don’t!

As for this book’s subject matter, after studying this Ancient Science, he found
the magic inspiring, yet dauntingly tragic, and [bleeping] comical (almost
perverse)—in a divine sort of way that seems to explain modern religious
and political cults, racism, and conspiracy theories! In the end, like it or not,
all forms of discrimination, be they on skin color, birthplace, culture, accent,
religion, belief, even political affiliations, are a form of racism driven by
ill-conceived “ideas” from an inherent genetic and tribal nature, which are not
going away—ever. The answer? Education on this Quantum-like science of
Karma and Karma Yoga, and perhaps basic Quantum Science for all.

You’ve been warned. In fact, the welcomed negative and positive reactions
may be our barometer that we may have hit a nerve. Throughout this study
comparing the Ancient Texts with Modern Science, a poster child was needed
to illustrate the similarities in behavior between political and religious cults,
racism, conspiracy theories, and the inherent (acquired) nature of tribal,
separatist outlooks, which foster and fester racism of all kinds.

Without being outraged, there is no [bleeping] way to understand the outrage!

In the stewardship of progress, we hereby do our small part for the planet to
help bring in a welcomed future of change and new tomorrows for personal
self-care, introspection, and unique views for leaders and leadership—the
combined perspectives of modern and ancient scientific thought, including
DBT (Dialectical Behavioral Therapy)—better understood with this new lens.

We hope you find this unique raw perspective both enlightening and enjoyable.





…



We do apologize upfront for the level of detail; some may get a TMI headache.
The whole picture cannot be stitched together without all the details and
especially the “outrage.” Without the outrage, there is no yin in the yang.
The space inside a cup is the yin; the cup is the yang.

The cult used willfully demonstrated, at least to us, their candidacy for The
Honor—Poster Child. We do not apologize to any who disagree.

Moreover, the theories proposed by Ancient Texts implore us to switch gears
and to grapple with the herein discussed dialectical nature of existence, life,
the cosmos, and why we are all so [bleeped] up—beyond repair without this
raw Puranic dialectical panorama, which seems to echo modern science! This
is both self-help as well as a ‘save the [bleeping] planet perspective.
The only thing we guarantee is that upon finishing the book, a few essential
perspectives may come back to haunt—good or bad.
– The Angry Buddhist
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upstage some of the critical intended messages. Karma is one of
them. Volumes have been written on the subject. However, these
are so enveloped in lore and legend (for other lessons) that the
Chapter 1

We write this to the sky above that it may rain
below upon any who may thirst for something
genuinely Cosmogonal.

Where to Begin

“

Since the elements (of creation) are derived from modes of ‘sense
perception,’ they appear to be, in a sense, insubstantial and to be
ultimately based on consciousness. Thus, from this Puranic perspective,
the idea of decoupling an object from other matter and moving it through
the ether3 is much more plausible than it is from the standpoint of
modern thinking.”
—Quantum Physicist Richard L. Thompson, Ph.D.

[Alrighty then!]

I

subjects of karmic detachment and karmic entanglement vanish
into the proverbial “forest for the trees.”



NOTE: The magic of this book is in the footnotes and
authoritative science references linked therein to understand the
entire compilation. We encourage the reader to assimilate all
supporting evidence carefully and continuously. And, if you haven’t
yet, the strongly recommended lecture by Alan Watts, Biting an Iron
Bull (http://bit.ly/Bite-This), is a prerequisite to understanding the
Quantum connections throughout all the references herein.

On an individual level, understanding karma and its karmic

entanglements become invaluable tools to navigate a healthy life
and avoid toxic situations and people, even sometimes detaching
from immediate family. Most cultures, however, place too much
unconscious bias on the need to stay connected with unhealthy
conditions, neglectful and abusive individuals, as in the subliminal

n the end, the purpose of this book is to embrace the concept

“battered person syndrome.”

of detachment for holistic self-care. Ancient Hindu texts (the

Puranas) explain this mystical science. These were written in

On a global scale, communities, leaders, and countries would also

ancient vernaculars and elaborate allusions, which, unfortunately,

benefit proportionally. Leaders might learn to lead by following,

3

The word ‘ether’ is used in this book to indicate the exhausted yet controversial
scientific term for Luminiferous Aether (http://bit.ly/Luminiferous-Aether still under
some controversy), the vacuum of space (or just “space”—in Sanskrit “akasha.”
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setting healthy boundaries for their communities and citizens’

An entire nation, the leading world economy for Freedom and

healthcare and welfare. Learning to detach and unravel, from

Democracy, was held hostage by seventy million brainwashed

negative Karmic Entanglement, is explained in these Ancient

cult followers seriously believing proven lie after lie, after proven

Texts as an essential healthcare practice for both material and

lie, daily for six entire years. Many of us were praying that this

spiritual life.

Bozo and his deluded cult followers were just another temporary

Admittedly, our initial outline for this book had sat around since
2013 before finding time from day jobs, or incentives, to get started
truly. Having had negative experiences with some of the spiritual
groups and cults, we associated with years back; we thought there
were two separate books to write—one about the Ancient Science

negative correction in the larger upward moving average of
progress and progressive thought. But he just kept coming back.

(“Holy cow Batman!” we shuddered, “the crumbling world
around us was about to be handed off to a babbling [bleeping]
cult-leader!”)

of Karma, the other an exposé on modern cults. Then came

Still, this alerting recent past did give us much-needed pause—

2015, and a scary candidacy announced Donald J. Trump† for

Karmic pause. As with typical religious cults, cause and effect

President of the United States. Something was terribly wrong—a

from needed change had twisted and brainwashed half a nation

gut feeling at first—and then we all began to listen. It became

for the worst. People join cults driven by dissatisfaction, seeking

arguably apparent; a witless, uneducated, bigot, and con-man

answers when change is much needed. Opportunistic cult leaders

began receiving accolades and ratings to be The Leader of the

seeking power, money, and distinction take advantage, and a cult

Free World.

is born from folks seeking answers. This action-and-reaction

(†As we found out, this theatrical [bleep-wipe] clown is like a bad
[bleeping] rash that won’t go away!)

moves a group, in this case, an entire nation, into potentially
perilous circumstances. This political dip was clearly just another
wake-up call. “What next?” we thought.

It was clearly a cult, a political cult! Those of us who have had
experiences with cults were able to see. This time, however, it was
not just a small offshoot of a religious following gone clandestine.

12 | Where to Begin
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† Why the upside down (¿) question marks? To remind you that you are
leaving your perceptual comfort zone!

with allegedly tens of millions of believers—recently dubbed the
Q.O.P. You can’t make this [bleep] up if you tried.4

As far as we can remember, we have had unending global wars
that hover around the planet like plagues. Add to that recent

(“OMG,” we thought,
“This is some bad [bleeping] GLOBAL karma!!”)

Climate Change, global civil unrest, mass migrations, terrorist
nations, genocides, overpopulation, mass homelessness, hundreds
of thousands of essential species dying, polar ice caps melting,
and entire tropical forests burning. The whole ecosystem is a
complete disaster, and life on the planet for the first time in Homo
Sapiens history (that’s you) appears to have no chance of survival.
And corporations began assuming political power over 99% of the
world’s population! We were staring down the barrel of potential
global domination by a U.S. President allegedly elected by foreign
adversaries and Big Money and who very apparently didn’t give a
[bleep] about the global issues.

This worsening world situation sparked a memory deep within.
Karma is not limited to individuals but mostly collectively engulfs
entire ecosystems, communities, cultures, entire countries, and
yes, even a whole [bleeping] planet.

We currently exist in a

heightened state of urgency never before known to humankind.
Ancient, age-old wisdom suggests a re-education for the fabric of
humanity’s perception—an ancient reprogramming for survival.
This book here proposes, after understanding these Ancient Texts,
the reader may possibly agree that collective karma is driven by

During the

the indiscriminate herding, tribal, and survival instincts buried in

COVID-19 Global Pandemic, worldwide civil unrest worsened;

our genetic memories. The Puranas allude to a catalyst of hope

Cults and conspiracy theories on the Internet were popping up

hovering in the ether around us—however, waiting to be let loose..

everywhere, not only religious cults but political cults like QAnon.

If only we can bring it out in the open.

We were living through history in the making.

This one alleged that Earth is ruled “by a reptilian cabal of
Satan-worshiping pedophiles.” And it did not stop there. QAnon
made its way into the United States G.O.P. Republican Party

14 | Where to Begin

Then, to top things off, the world began witnessing an explosion
4

New York Times – “QAnon,” the new GOP – http://bit.ly/QAnon-the-New-GOP
NEW YORK TIMES – What Is QAnon, the Viral Pro-Trump Conspiracy Theory?”
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of conspiracy theories and cults beyond just religious and political.5 Among these are “Chemtrails,” “Black Helicopters,” “the
Bush Family, Bob Hope, and the Royal Family being extraterrestrials,” and the most recent, a Republican Congresswoman
6

claiming that “Jewish extraterrestrials are shooting lasers from
outer-space to set the forest-fires in California.”7 (and we thought

our premise for this book was far [bleeping] out there!) And there
are dozens more. Humankind is very susceptible to any nonsense
that goes viral, especially these days on the Internet. Nevertheless, the indoctrinations into conspiracy theories are very much
like that of cults and world religions. A series of dialectical ideas
begin to be fed to a group. As the members of the group start to
buy in, the momentum begins and credibility soars. The more the
beliefs are accepted and repeated by others, the faster the indoctrination travels and spreads—like a virus. The Puranas hint at
the logic behind that phenomenon as we have understood it from
these Ancient Texts—maybe even with some common sense.

“Why all the [bleeping]?” you ask?
Let’s face it; there are some emotional intelligence jargons that
just cannot possibly be expressed by “normal” adjectives, politically
correct colloquialisms, or any number of exclamation marks—in any
language. Without speaking genuine gut-wrenching emotion, without the
outrage, we will not be able to stitch all this together. Therefore, feel
free to insert the expletive of your choice. You’ll feel better and understand best if you do.



We [bleeping] swear.

Some say these Ancient Puranic Texts began being recorded and
passed on as far back as 25,000 years—vast through cultures and
time, extensive in content. So much so that one can propose almost
any point of view, or skew, using the Vedas and Puranas. Those
who have dabbled with Vaishnavism or Buddhism and studied
these Texts (without a cult collective) will attest. No matter how
outlandish an idea, with the expanse of any vast literature, one
can convincingly propose a position on any topic. Similarly,
the new Q.O.P (the late G.O.P. Political Party in the U.S.), or
any conspiracy theory, can also argue any point no matter how
outlandish with the available vast spectrum of rhetoric, news
events, even scientific unrelated data. Like a game of telephone,

5
6
7

WikiPedia – http://bit.ly/ConspiracyTheories2020
List of Conspiracy Theories 2020
TIME – The Reptilian Elite – http://bit.ly/The-Reptilian-Elite
The Bush Family, Bob Hope, and the Royal Family are extraterrestrials
New York Magazine – Intelligencer – http://bit.ly/GOP-Jewish-Space-Lasers
GOP Congresswoman Blamed Wildfires on Secret Jewish Space Laser
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nuances spin themselves into a tangle. They spin and twist ideas
altogether dialectically to relate in the recipients’ group mind—
supported by other members of the group believing. And as with
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the Vedas, can argue any point. Such is the magic of Maya’s8

idea. Just look at all the insurmountable beliefs around the planet.

illusion that we see all-around in politics, cultures, conspiracy

They can’t all be true.

theories, and religions. It’s the same old [bleeping] crap over and

…or, can they?!

over, chewing the chewed.



Important, however, we have to warn you. Not everyone is
going to get this quickly. We are all different and think very differently.
For some, the notion of a “dialectical nature” will be common sense.
Others will need to switch perspectives to a Bird’s Eye View. Everyone
will need to grasp the ancient teachings in some detail to stitch together
this crucial ancient and modern Panorama. A new attitude is required—
an Upside-Down, Inside-Out, and Backwards new perspective.

The Puranic Karmic equation suggests that thoughts and inten-

tions are on their own a String or Particle of some sort that
together evolve into a synthesis—action or belief. Recent science
around Dialectical Behavioral Therapy10 loosely yet accurately
encompasses this paradigm.

The Puranas, and maybe some Quantum Science, suggest that
like the physical world around us, conspiracy theories are merely

But we’re getting way ahead of ourselves!!

dialectical projections, which become a reality to believers—
somewhat unto a holographic universe projection principle.9
Only, in this proposal from the Ancient Quantum-like Science
of the Puranas, the perceptual projections are instead driven by

With all this, the idea of two separate books became moot—

thoughts and intentions (loosely instead of Quantum bits). This

one book on Karma, the other on the danger of [bleeping] cults.

Dialectical nature in all things quickly makes staunch believers of

Combining the two made more sense, especially with the tragi-

willing, indoctrinated cult-members and conspiracy hate-groups

cally comical similarities in behaviors between religious, racial,

in their group minds—no matter how outlandish or ridiculous an

and political cults. A cult is a cult; and the U.S. Q.O.P. QAnon

8
9

MAYA – The Shakti of Material Illusion – http://bit.ly/Basic-MAYA-Alan-Watts
(the root word for matter, meter, and measure)
VOX – Giant Hologram-Not-Far-Fetched – http://bit.ly/VOX-Hologram-Not-Far-Fetched
PBS - The Holographic Universe Explained – http://bit.ly/PBS-Holographic-Universe
YouTube Hossenfelder Why Universe Hologram – http://bit.ly/Why-Universe-Hologram
WIRED – ’Evidence’ Hologram Universe – http://bit.ly/WIRED-Evidence-Universe-Hologram
FUTURISM – A PHYSICS ILLUSION.– http://bit.ly/A-Physics-of-Illusion.
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Party (the late Republican G.O.P) of the United States had appar-

10

Dialectical Behavioral Therapy – http://bit.ly/Dialectical-Behavioral-Therapy
DBT For Dummies In Fact, DBT For Dummies will help some wrap
their brain around this illusive ancient Puranic Quantum Lens!
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ently become just that—a dark and insidious dangerous cult.11 All

others due to mere differences in outward appearance, expression,

political parties are cultish, but this one seemed to be waist-deep

or affiliation.

in an ugly past, racism, inequality, hatred, deceit, and supremacy,
with constant spins on mistruths and manipulation of “alter-

native facts.” They are blatantly and outwardly-open to living in
proven failed past-decades and centuries, rather than embracing
progressive thought, development, and new tomorrows.
“WTF,” we thought, “these political Bozos are just like some of the



To be clear—for the remainder of this book—the word “Racism”
(in modern-day synonymous to bigotry or prejudice) is not limited to
race, nationality, or skin-color, but as in real life extends to all forms
of separateness due to “supremacy” in either religion, belief, culture,
economic class, gender, age, even cultural accents or mannerisms in
communications.

Religious Cults we had encountered; irresponsible, dull-headed,
and self-serving only to their cause—at whatever cost to

others.” Spreading their doctrine superseded humanities, civility,
healthcare, ethics, even kindness, and empathy, just like religions.
Just as suddenly, understanding basic karma for populations,
governments, and the planet’s survival became urgent and indispensable for general populations—a vital topic to ponder for
future generations.

Like it or not, every form of discrimination or prejudice is a form
of “supremacy.” We need to be careful not to always equate
this word “supremacy” with “white.” The mere notion that one
person has more rights than another is a form of supremacy—
like it or not! No person ever truly believes that they are a racist,
or supremacist, not even racist or supremacists groups. There is
always some justified defense. “We are only protecting ourselves

Interestingly, we rarely, if ever, hear the term “racial cult.” There

against the evils they bring to our lives and our families!” saying

exists a kind of blind spot there—denial. Arguably, the word and

in one manner or another.

effects of “racism” extend beyond race, color, nationality, and
gender into all types of fearful unfair, discriminatory treatment of

This new perspective from the Puranas begs us to examine deeper.
There dwells an inherent, inevitable, fearful racist, tribal default
within all of us, without any [bleeping] exception—observably—

11

The Republican GOP Death Cult – http://bit.ly/The-GOP-Death-Cult
Washington Post June 2020
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with (according to the Puranas’ logic)! Whether the fear is of

humankind were truly unaware of our very beginnings. According

hue pigmentation in the skin, gender choice, geographic nation-

to the Ancient Texts, we may also all agree by the end of this

ality, religious beliefs, dress, accents, or economic class, the

Puranic report that we are not entirely clueless of our origin and

cowardly fear of those who are different are all “racism” and

certainly not truly alone in the universe.

“supremacy”—like it or not! When a parent insists that his child
marries (or merely dates) ONLY within the same religion, nationality, or economic class, that parent is, to one degree or another, a
[bleeping] “racist supremacist”—like it or not! The priest, monk,
or swami, drawing boundaries between people based on arguable
religious beliefs, is a [bleeping] “racist supremacist”—like it or
not!

To be clear—and we all may agree after a good grasp of

this Puranic view—ALL cults, be they political or religious, are
“racist” in nature and motive. All differentiation (discrimination),
whether based on gender, skin color, age, beliefs, or class, like it
or not, are synonymous with “racism.” This dynamic nature of
racism (fear driven tribal separatism) is not only inherited and
built into our genetic memories from the values of past generations and past lives, but the Puranas give us another piece of the
puzzle.
Moving on,

The notion of having forgotten where we came from may merely
be but a symptom of the very concept we now casually call karma.
We had to ask, “where and how do we start this discussion?” We
could have spearheaded this with philosophical arguments from
various traditions in ethics. However, this little book’s primary
purpose is to keep it short, concise, and light. The very sublime
point we stumble upon in these ancient teachings is precisely “just
how absurdly simple” the entire mechanisms of life and creation
are. Therefore, we decided to keep its absurdity and maintain the
humor behind it all—in the laughing Buddha style—not taking it
so seriously that it becomes impossible to achieve.

“

Bodhisattvas in Zen are often represented as bums. ...the [Buddha]
bum Hotei, who is always immensely fat. And he’s saying, “Buddha
is dead ... I had a wonderful sleep and didn’t even dream about
Confucius.” And he’s just stretching and yawning as he wakes up.”
12

Alan Watts 2.3.8 The World as Just So. † (See Note)

the ancient Texts (puranas) had given us clues

At first, we found it challenging to decide where to begin on
this vital topic of karma and our primordial origins—as if all
22 | Where to Begin
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† HERE WE REMIND YOU: If you haven’t yet, those wanting to best grasp the chapters
that follow, please consider listening to Alan Watts’ “Biting an Iron Bull,” our highly
recommended listen – part 1 & 2 before reading.
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Still, as you will see later on, this topic also becomes heady and

not fun. In early grammar school, I was almost albino white in a

esoteric by default. It is a deep and obscure topic that we are not

brown society. Then, at ten, America was our new home, I was

used to pondering with our human conditioning.

now among white kids, but we did not speak the language, and
were Latino. There was no lack of bullies in either scenario. On
the other hand, one of my siblings was very brown and grew up

Yet, it is tragically comical, and divine...

According to Ancient Texts, this karmic truth from the Puranas is
not only the simplest of explanations. It is also actually hidden

compelled by cultural bias (even from immediate family) to be
whiter somehow, suffering some need to be accepted as white.
We all, therefore, turned out to be [bleepholes], each in our own
way—molded by societal pressures, from racism.

in plain sight—right under our very noses—literally. To what

Still, I have to admit and feel fortunate, compared to others, I was

universal end? We will explore this deep within some texts of the

just another peculiar child, alienated and removed, a little lost,

Puranas and Vedas from ancient India.

always overcompensating, never entirely “fitting in.” I still don’t.

Over the years and decades, enough consensus around this unique
Puranic science perspective sprung up among our peers and
friends of the Yoga Community to write the rest of this book in a
collective plural voice.

like sports, competition, racism, war, and especially folks eating

animals were the real lunatic issues for me growing up. I was a
mere child. Yet, I saw the world and people, like I really did not
belong here, as though I was born in this existence as part of some

…

However, for me (personally), it began in early childhood. I grew
up in a broken, abusive home, developing a bit of hypertension,
awkwardly struggling to fit in, and pretty much alone, my family
frequently moving. Then there was the racist world around us—
never entirely fitting into a bigoted world; early school years were

24 | Where to Begin

It seems many of us have less than perfect childhoods. Things

cruel joke. I suspect many folks have felt the same.
No worries, I will not go into self-serving nauseating details of
my own idiosyncrasies. That, too, would defeat the purpose of
this intentionally small read. I’ll only bore you with a few brief
pertinent instances to give a little perspective. I do have to declare
to get it out of the way—as far as “sane” goes, I know that I am a
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tad loonier than most—actually a little crazy by “norm” standards.

remember the glee—my hair standing on end. Absolute unforget-

After all, I begin this book with quotes like “decoupling an object

table wonder about life came to me that morning with both a sense

from other matter and moving it through the ether.”

of relief and a feeling of actually belonging to something—of sorts!

Sounds like the beginning of some science fiction novel? Yep!
Crazier still may be that I believe this is both possible and poten-

As I held one of the newly sprouting white beans between my thumb

tially a common everyday occurrence all around us. We just cannot

and index finger, I noticed the lima-beans somehow resembled

see it with our human faculties—suggest the Ancient Puranas.

the end of my thumb in size, tone, and shape. With wonder and

I was just a little kid. The ancient Puranic Texts proposed, to
me, a magical phenomenon that is simultaneously the very
nature (dharma), as well as a working function of the universe—

curiosity, I began staring closely at my finger, comparing the two.
All in a sudden moment, I experienced my first childhood memory
of an awakening epiphany. We all have them; this was mine.

karma (mere “action”). The mechanics explained there a simple

Something both scary and dazzling happened. A daydream—I

primordial science, sustaining the balance of all things at all times.

felt suddenly drawn in, and as if falling furiously, was pulled in

Ok, way out there,” I thought, but I decided, “I would nibble.” I

abruptly deep into the tip of my thumb. It was dark and cavernous

was still in my early teens, and nothing else made sense anyhow,

within, like the infinite night sky. I was not really frightened,

so I figured, “why not!”

rather in awe. All around, I could see tiny twinkling lights like
…

One day, back at around five years old, I had planted a few white
Lima-beans in the front garden of our house. In the days that
followed, I woke up at sunrise and ran down to the front yard,

stars revolving around other stars, and clusters of these everywhere, and clusters of clusters, in every direction, some clusters
larger and closer, some distant and tiny. (No, I was not tripping

on LSD or Ayahuasca; I was five years old, and my parents were
[bleeping] Conservatives!)

excited to see the soil’s magic of life appearing. One morning,

That childhood gardening daydream seemed like some eternal

each of the seven sprouts had a tiny white bean on top. It was

distant memory eons ago. I actually felt I had been there before—a

amazing and magical! Every time I think of that morning, I

vague recollection of knowing what these clusters of light were—

26 | Where to Begin
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magical worlds large and small intermingling and stretched

stared at me blanked-eyed—and that was that. Future mentions

across infinite microcosms and macrocosms. Later I used to ask

elicited giggling and sarcasm, so I never brought it up again.

myself, “How the [bleep] did I even vaguely know that!”

A few years later, in Fifth Grade at Catholic Church in New York
City, Father Peter was teaching the daily 8:00 a.m. Catechism
class to our group of altar boys. I remember three recurring
concepts in his classes that would curl my insides even at that age.

“We are so small among the stars, so large against the sky.” – Leonard Cohen
(©NASA / ESA/Hubble. Andromeda Image courtesy of NASA and STScI under contract NAS5-26555.
On ePubs this image links to Hubble’s top 10013)

“Animals have no soul” was the most disturbing by far because
everyone around me was killing them and eating them as if there
wasn’t an abundance of other foods available and much less

Then came elementary school; I would see similar images revealing

expensive. I would argue, “But they have families and feel pain!”

that my wacky fantasy had resembled solar systems or atoms, or

Coldly, he would reply in emotionless monotone, “Muscle reflex

both. Somehow in my dream, they were indeed identical—atoms

and instinct only.”

and solar systems simultaneously existing as one-and-the-same—
as I remembered the experience. (Later in adulthood, this notion

of “simultaneously one-and-the-same” snuck up on me again in

Then, there was his constant reminder of the Ten Commandments
that “you should not worship statues made of stone, or wood or

the Puranas—strangely enough—as if kismet meant to be.)

marble,” uttered in a church surrounded by marble statues of a

And, as swiftly as I was pulled inside this daydream, I was abruptly

prayers and candles, especially at the bloody and ghastly violent

yanked out. As with a whoosh, I was back to squatting in awe on

wooden crucifixion. There were also twelve dioramas around the

the lawn, comparing the white lima-bean sprout to my tiny thumb,

church depicting the “Twelve Stations of Christ,” carrying his

in the small front garden of our home.

heavy cross and being whipped and speared on his way to his

I ran inside to tell my family and house-keepers, but they all just

Virgin Mary, St. Peter, and a host of angels. Folks would kneel with

execution. (That memory seems more like a [bleeping] LSD trip

than my lima-bean hallucination) Every time this commandment
was discussed, I would raise my hand, pointing at the churchgoers

13

Hubble Top 100 – http://bit.ly/Hubble-Top-100
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offering candles and prayers to the various marble saints and God

had to turn in my altar boy garments, and was politely asked not to

carved in wood, tortured and slain. (I don’t think the priest liked

come back to the Catholic Elementary School for the sixth grade.

me very much. Thank God! [if you know what I mean] )

(Hey, I could have ended up as another [bleeping] preyed upon

Father Peter and the other altar boys had learned to ignore me like
I wasn’t even there. I understood and couldn’t blame them; I kind
of felt sorry for them. The strangest teaching, however, which

statistic.)

“

…the manifestation of racism as religious discrimination are often
under-examined.14”
~Danielle Boaz – University of North Carolina

finally got me kicked out, was when Father Peter mentioned that
“anyone who does not know about Christ and therefore does not

I was finished with wanting to be an altar boy, as was my grand-

accept Him as their Lord and Savior, will burn in Hell for all

mother’s wish that I become a priest in the Catholic Church. All

eternity.” I raised my hand again, and begrudgingly was called

that was gone, but not regrettably. What did not leave me with

upon, in monotone, “Yes, Jimmy?” “What about people that are

that expulsion was that I did not fit into this awkward world or

born in China who never have a chance to hear about Christ?

with the people around me. Instead, what was reinforced was my

Do they burn in hell forever also?” “Yes, Jimmy!” Father Peter

need to understand why the bloody hell I was here, to begin with.

bluntly declared with certainty and commitment. I yelled out at

“The world is mad,” I thought, and I was only eleven years old.

the very top of my lungs, “Then God is very unfair!”

(Talk about a [bleeped up] kid, hey?) Much later, looking back,



Like it or not, Father Peter and these Roman Catholic
teachings were a specific form of [bleeping] racism (separateness),
bigotry, and supremacy, being taught to small children not only
the Altar Boys, but the entire school, and all Catholic schools, and
other religious schools, all over the [bleeping] planet! Like it or
not! …and all religions do this! They teach the children the racism
of separatism using “their” God—at a young age.

Suffice to say, I was not allowed to come back to the altar boys,

I realized the Catholic Church was just another cult, not just a
religious cult, but a hybrid political, religious cult—“Religious
Racism”15—discriminating even against other Christian cults.
Walking by a bench in Central Park later that Summer, someone
had left a tattered book, The Way Of Zen by Alan Watts. My

personal journey began. In the years that followed, although I
14
15
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couldn’t really understand much at first, I became immersed in

Of Zen’ and comparing with Mr. Pepitone’s Quantum explana-

Alan Watts’ book, and later D.T. Suzuki’s Intro to Zen, and Roshi

tions of the subatomic universe—with a bunch of seventh graders.

Philip Kapleau’s The Three Pillars of Zen. I became a nerd and

(…because that wasn’t [bleeping] weird!) We then began weaving

began meeting other nerd-teenagers. It just seemed like a way

in this new Quantum Science with Alan Watts’ book. There were

out.

correlations and dialectical similarities for discussion with classmates and nerd friends.
I was still just a kid and had no true idea what was really going on,
other than it all seemed to somehow tie in altogether—even going
back to my five-year-old childhood lima-bean daydream halluciBecause there are no coincidences!

A year later—as if by some preordained coincidence—I walked
into the first day of my Seventh Grade Junior High School science

nation. Junior High School became the beginning of a mentoring
friendship with Mr. Pepitone’s science class, Alan Watts’ Way of
Zen, and down the rabbit hole we went.

class to hear the teacher declare, “My name is Mr. Pepitone. You

Later, at The High School of Art & Design, fellow students and

are in my class because you have been chosen for an experiment

even some faculty encouraged us to find spiritual teachers to bring

to learn a new science called Quantum Theory. This is a new

it all together. Once again, I was kind of fortunate. This High

science about the subatomic world, which explains how this

School was one of the more progressive thinking, avant-garde

blackboard eraser could actually be something as improbable as

schools in New York City. It was 1969, and both the student body

a cow.” Someone yelled out from the very back of the room, “We

and faculty were saturated in hippie culture and spirituality.

want what you’re smoking!” Laughing, he tossed the blackboard
eraser at us. No, I did not catch it, I got chalked right on the head
on day one, and it wasn’t even me heckling.

There were many Swamis and Gurus available, but one stood out,

Swami Bhaktivedanta. That was when I also began reading The
Bhagavad Gita, The Upanishads, The Puranas, The Vedas, and
The Ramayana.

During these Middle School grades, I continued reading ‘The Way
32 | Where to Begin
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Compelled by dissatisfaction with the world and excited to understand, I dabbled with various traditions with teachings in Zen,
Taoism, Tai-chi, Buddhism, and Vaishnavism.

Quantum Buddhist—I will explain later.
…

Important Disclaimer: It was the late sixties and early
seventies. The climate was perfect for finding fellow spiritual
seekers and communities that thrive to this day. Sadly, however,
most became corrupt organized religious cults, riddled with
politics, criminal behavior, and abuse. Back then, these groups
were blessings in the form of social vehicles for like-minded
thinkers, spirituality, and truth seekers. However (and this is a big
however), those groups and traditions are NOT what this book is
about. Nor is this work about supporting or promoting any cults,
political or spiritual. In fact, this book hopes to discourage the
genetic tribal instinct to join cults because they always become the
antithesis of free speech, individuality, and spirituality. The myth
cults proselytize is that there is no possibility of “advancement”
without “surrendering” one’s Motivated-Reasoning16 to their tribal
leaders. Such tribal cults are the most dangerous spiritually and
materially—impeding progress, ruining lives, and even families. As
we unmistakenly found out with the Trump era, that is also very true
of political cults. A cult is a cult, by any other name.
…
16

Motivated Reasoning – http://bit.ly/Motivated-Reasoning
Psychology Today
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So There!

In the end, I

became and now consider myself a combination of Vaishnava Zen
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As is typical with most organized religions, these modern cults
eventually fall dark under the same spell they attribute to others.
Many traditions consider non-followers as the “Unfortunate ones,”
who embody the very nemesis of the group’s mission. Those to
be “saved” (outsiders) are a devil of sorts as long as they do
not comply and “surrender.” Altogether, these groups and their
members tend to go mad. To one degree or another, cult members
live unhealthy lies and distortions from dogma misconceptions,
totally skipping over their traditions’ more profound messages.
Missing the point, they become raptured, mesmerized, and
imprisoned by the explicit mundane face-value of the culture,
language, and metaphors in what they read, rather than the implicit
essence intended by their scriptures.
To “not follow and agree wholeheartedly” is taught as an “ungodly
and demonic” road to some hell or another—a kind of the devil

in others. Our experience with these spiritual cults was as bad
if not worse than our Catholic origins, only painted with big
bright young smiles, flowers, flowery words, and folded hands.

(…and lots of “celibate” sex—more on that later) Each tribe truly
believes their racist sectarianism is “the one and only answer,”
Where to Begin
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and everyone else is evil or misguided. The mission is always to

Later, as an adult, I realized I was actually “totally [bleeping] nuts”

(you guessed it) exorcise the differences in others.

only by the company I was keeping, i.e., cult members and funda-

Aldous Huxley writes, “The effects which follow too constant and

intense a concentration upon evil are always disastrous. Those
who crusade not for God in themselves, but against the devil in
others, never succeed in making the world better, but leave it
either as it was, or sometimes even perceptibly worse than it was
before the crusade began. By thinking primarily of evil we tend,
however excellent our intentions, to create occasions for evil to
manifest itself. No man can concentrate his attention upon evil,
or even upon the idea of evil, and remain unaffected. To be more
against the devil than for God is exceedingly dangerous. Every
crusader is apt to go mad. He is haunted by the wickedness
which he attributes to his enemies; it becomes in some sort a part
of him.”

mentalist extremists. There were all kinds—staunch followers,
fringe communities, and mere sympathizers, all to varying degrees,
some truly dangerous, others meek and kind. Most were indeed
truly sincere and well-intentioned folks, but they sheepishly did
whatever it took to fit the cookie-cutter mold provided by the cult.
We did get to meet the Beatles’ George Harrison in connection
with the Hare Krishna group. Just a nice guy. He was, however,
very straightforward with us that he was not part of or supported

“the cult.” He would give some small donations as he did everywhere else. In the end, he was merely a devotee of the Bhagavad

Gita, the Vedas, and Puranas—the ancient Hindu Scriptures—not
“the cult.” To this day, though, this group’s knuckleheads still
throw his name around as if he were a staunch follower—for their
own proselytizing for donations—but that was never the case.

Have you ever been to a Multi-Faith gathering?

It’s like a

convention of solipsists, each smirking behind poker faces, “Mine

is bigger than yours!¿” They all get along on common grounds,
but each of them knows at the core of their heart and soul that
their version of the truth is far superior.
The hypocrisy of religions seems
to turn spirituality

into the proverbial racist Devil
36 | Where to Begin

(They [bleeping] lie—period!) The fact is, the Beatles subscribed
to four controversial variations of Vedic Philosophy equally from
four different gurus, without exclusive loyalty to one or another.17
Cults and organized religions aside, we also realized from the
Puranas the larger global insanity some of us see all around over
17

The Beatles’ Gurus – http://bit.ly/The-Beatles-Gurus
Vivekananda, Yogananda, Maharishi and Bhaktivedanta
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our lifetimes, in politics, life, and spirituality. We, humankind,

way. We simply felt the need to set the stage for how we arrived

are, for the most part, lunatic narcissistic egomaniacs, tribal18 to

at writing this book. This work is about ‘The Magic of Karma,

one degree or another. Some are drawn to extremes of anti-estab-

the cult and racist phenomena, and the similarities to Quantum

lishment mindsets, which often become tribal separatist groups,

Science. Let’s now move on to the original teachings about karma

e.g., bikers, gangs, supremacists, spiritual cults, political cults,

from the ancient Puranas and Vedas.

and even world religions. Each declares supremacy in one fashion

…let’s get this started!
…

or another.
Even crazier still is the inherent notion we all tend to believe from
birth that we are indeed this material (flesh and bone machine)
bodies we inhabit. That is the primary source of the world’s lunacy.
That’s like believing I am the car that I am driving! Even classical
science gives us enough clues that our bodies, and those of other

In brief, our humble findings through a lifetime of seeking meaning
have led us back full circle to the simplest of all fundamental
truths from the Puranas. That is, and we summarize upfront, as
follows:

creatures, are machines inhabited by one form of consciousness

All existence is an infinite ocean of dialectical consciousness in

or another. Yet, even mainstream religious and spiritual doctrines

all directions, through all dimensions and spectra, as one single

only emphasize ownership of the soul by the body rather than

reality. In all life and all species, each living-being is but a mere

The Puranas explain otherwise that

drop of that cosmic ocean, both identical to the ocean, yet separate

consciousness is the self, or soul, the proprietor, which, in turn,

with free will—simultaneously—a droplet of consciousness in a

inhabits a material vehicle that develops around the living entity

vast and infinite ocean of consciousness, altogether dialectically

based on desire, intention, and thought from consciousness.

creating all existences.

the other way around.

But enough about our self-serving views on sanity, my petty
childhood experiences, and my lunatic associations along the
18

Tribalism Everywhere – http://bit.ly/Tribalism-Everywhere
The Atlantic
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...but, that’s not how it feels,
or where we appear to be,
is it!
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wacko cults after studying the Puranic allusion of our dialectical



…and you’re probably wondering how any of this so far
relates to Political cults. A cult is a cult, by any other name.
Cults, be they political, religious, or the college fraternity, are all
[bleeping] screwball unconscious herding instinct without empirical
reasoning. They are born and sustained from the same thread,
a dialectical “game of telephone”19 inherent in humankind’s
tendency to distort and believe anything that is placed in front of
us, as long as others agree (Confirmation Bias).20

existence from “consciousness” which causes all this mayhem—
according to our takeaway from the Puranas.



REMINDER: If you haven’t yet, those wanting to best grasp
the chapters that follow, please consider listening to Alan Watts’
“Biting an Iron Bull,” – part 1 & 2 – our highly recommended
listen (especially those not familiar with Eastern Philosophies)
before reading. Behind the humor, these are esoteric metaphysics
for which we will continue to remind you to "buckle up!"
Go to: http://bit.ly/Bite-This

We only have to look and compare all the diverse, bizarre, and
conflicting beliefs around the Globe to agree. They can’t all be
true. Or can they? The Puranas bring a new layer of explanation
to the nature of cults and conspiracy theories. The ancient Puranic
science called sambandha21 proposes that everything—without
exception—comes from consciousness. Therefore, everything—
without exception—is dialectical in foundation and behavior.

¿What the [BLEEP] does that mean?? Read on. This theory
becomes more clear in the chapters that follow as we dive into the
mechanics of sambandha. We’ll get back to political cults and
19
20
21

The Brain Distorts Accounts – http://bit.ly/Telephone-Games
Northwestern University
Confirmation Bias – http://bit.ly/Confirmation-Bias
Wikipedia
Sambandha – Relationship between all things – http://bit.ly/Sambandha-WikiPedia
WikiPedia
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BUT FIRST!
…to grasp the connection
with cults, separatism, & racism
the ‘dialectical foundation’ needs to be
accepted!
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illustration from Photos in WikiMedia Commons22

22
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By no means do we mean to suggest in this chapter that forgiveness
is not paramount to everything else—of course it is. And Jesus
said, “Hate the sin and not the sinner.” Absolutely! How easy
is that, really? And Situation Ethics gives us some basic math
for the balancing act required, “Find the most loving solution
Chapter 11

Truly Being Human
The True Magic of Yoga

“

W

If You’re Not Outraged, You’re Not Paying Attention!”
~ Heather Heyer
(Hero Activist – May 29, 1985 - August 12, 2017)

for everyone involved—always.” We can only try, and try, and
continue trying.

“

One Man’s food is another Man’s Poison.”
~Lucretius (99 B.C.)

We all know being perfect in a runaway world is not some auto-pilot
phenomenon that should be expected from anyone. (Unless one

is a bull-headed, brainwashed cult member.) To be alive is a
complicated issue. We are blinded internally by our own human

ords matter. Yes! But it is, actually, as human to fear, as

needs, our Creature-Releases, and the natural pains of the body,

it is to be angered, or to hate, as it is to love, to have sex,

mind, and the world around us. Our inherent chemistry, emotions,

human contact, food, and sleep, as it is to express and communicate.

and expectations tend to keep us self-absorbed—bordering on

Of course, it is. Humanity may have more control over our natural

narcissism; indeed, each one of us is selfish to some degree. It’s

creature-release needs than most animal kingdom, by dint of our
23

naturally advanced genetics. Yet, we are still another creature in
the animal kingdom. All the above— including hate or rage —are
still as much part of our human makeup as it is to forgive.

natural. This inescapable self-centeredness is another layer of
Maya’s many veils, the illusory energy of material existence.
In our takeaway, the Puranic suggestion is that everything in
Material Existence are dialectical circumstances given substance

23

Creature-release needs – hunger, sleep, sex, flatulence, etc.
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cascading formation of substances, which subjectively encap-

[bleeping] want—in your own personal unhealthy vacuum. “Just

sulate each jiva-atman. Free-Will and independence are subjec-

don’t show it to anyone, and you’ll be just fine.”

tivity. We, therefore, reason with our self-interest first; it’s natural.

or...

“Motivated reasoning”24 is not objective. We are motivated by that
reasoning that upholds our tribal connections, be they politics,

When we see the genuinely hateful evil villain (the ‘bad guy’)

sports, religion, or some [bleeping] insane conspiracy theory, no

in a movie falling to his burning death, we feel a sense of relief,

matter how unfounded. Perception and belief are selective—the

justice, safe, even victory.

karmic magic behind the madness.

the mother-[bleeper], as we watched! Emotions raged. In fact,

Then there are external influences from society and others. It’s
fair to say, from the point of view of the Puranas, another major
blindfold that veils humanity from mystic reality are the myriad of

Actually, we kind of really hated

we were almost happy they died a deservingly painful demise,

“DIE you [bleeping] [bleepholes]!!” We SUFFER, our wrenching
emotions struggling within, “Justice and the patriotic way!!”

values and value systems from societies and cultures that engulf

Action movies—fiction or not—do move us. We laugh, we love,

us dialectically, in fact, all around. We sometimes hear, “‘Hate’

anger, cry, hate, and suffer until the end of the reel. Then, we tone

is such a strong word, don’t say you hate, say you’re very upset,

it down just a notch—or five—when discussing the movie and our

or disagree strongly.” Have you ever had that [bleeping] nonsense

“negative emotions” with others.

thrown at you? “Don’t use that word, don’t use this word, or

that.” Not allowed! We’re also not allowed to be outraged,
or angry, or criticize—in any situation; there will always be a
judgment or penalty imposed by one side or another. If we show
anger, outrage, or disdain, there is ‘something wrong with us’—
unless you don’t show it, and then you can be as explosive as you
24

Motivated Reasoning – http://bit.ly/Motivated-Reasoning
Psychology Today

Why??

In real life, however, we’re not always allowed to say, “I hate this

one or that one, or Hitler,” or Stalin, or Mao, or the [bleep-hole]
at a distance who preys upon the innocent children. We can think
the word “hate” as long as we don’t announce it, especially with
emotion. We’ve tested the theory, and there is always someone
in the room who believes emotions are some on-off switch. Or
better yet, someone may even be thinking it’s best to bottle in all
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those “destructive” emotions to keep the air clean from “negative

the [bleeping] game, or you will not get ahead, you will fail, you

sounds” and thoughts from others. It does not have to be Hitler

will be shunned from the job, cult, or circle of friends.

or Stalin that we hate for this example, or the pedophile. Think
of the last American “politician” who locked up children in cages,
separated them from their mothers forever, and whose narcissist
neglect statistically killed tens of thousands of pandemic patients—
and all those who directly supported him in the murderous Gross

Negligence.25

Now imagine expressing your true feelings and

emotions to several others in a mixed crowd. It’s likely not going
to go well. You will have to use filters. Scan the room. Who is
going to get offended? Who is going to judge your words? Who is
going to get upset, lecture you, get up and leave? The push-back
typically includes those close to you, family, friends, colleagues.
Better not say anything and keep the air clean, right??
Wrong!!

Popular, sometimes unconscious-bias opinions often imply
that emotions are a sign of weakness, affecting them a lack of
decorum, expressing them a lack of civility, and conclusions from
emotional intelligence inconclusive. What matters, instead, is
“strength, self-control, image, and professionalism.” Never-mind
your own humanity and being true to yourself. “You must play”
25

The Atlantic – Trump’s Conduct Amounts to Negligent Homicide
Trump administration neglect kills tens of thousands:
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We judge others, and ourselves, for being human.

Civility

becomes the measuring rod; expressing outrage is the daemon,
tolerance becomes the expectation, ignorance becomes bliss.
The illusion of normality, acceptance, tolerance, even stability
becomes the measure. We become compelled to fit a mold that
compares to others’ achievements and fitting-in. We must always
be just a little more “stable” than others, in that regard, or at least
a few others—being able to measure “stability” and “normal” is
somehow urgent. All these change within each culture, religious
or political cult, or tribal setting.
Let’s face it, in some circles we are not allowed to admit that
we experience certain emotions. Others can’t handle it. Some
are just inconvenienced, while others become deeply affected by
another’s emotional expression.
Emotions and “Creature releases” like hate, fear, sexual impulses
are natural yet need to be controlled—not suppressed. Forbidding
humans to feel is both counterproductive and abusive. Arguably,
the healthiest and most holistic way to control emotions without
acting on them or suppressing them is to detach and leave situations or toxic, neglectful, or abusive individuals in the distance
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and move on into the infinity of the world around us. There are

on Airplanes in a complete dismissal of a “Global Pandemic,”

nine billion people on the planet.

despite Government health experts forbidding it. Without going

Sometimes a series of events eventually lead a person to the
proverbial “last straw,” where they realize “this is not for me.” At
that point, we need to detach, turn away, and end or limit relationships—even family at times. We were put to the challenge even
with some family members in 2020 as we were wrapping up this
book. We were smack in the middle of the Lock-Down Quarantine
from the COVID-19 Global Pandemic that killed Millions. My
partner and I were “Long-Haulers”26 (with false-negative test
results27) in distress because we did not get the final diagnosis
until a year later, in 2021. Yet, we had all the physically painful
symptoms all along. Locked-Down, literally afraid to go outside
thinking we could get worse or infect someone.
The psychology was maddening with depression, anxiety, and
fear of dying or infecting others, almost suicidal. The notion of
going to a hospital and being incubated was the most frightening
(due to the [bleeping] neglectful Trump administration of 2020).
We were, in fact, “getting our affairs in order.“ Yet, some close
to us did not believe we were ill, one asking for proof, as in a
Doctor’s Note. Others were in pandemic denial, jet-setting around
26
27

COVID Long Haulers – https://bit.ly/Long-Haul-COVID
Integris Health
COVID False Negatives – https://bit.ly/COVID-False-Negatives
PBS – 12% COVID Patients Tested Negative
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into details, a “Last-Straw” came down, by “Loved Ones.” We
were being forced to violate our Quarantine against all our fears
and sensibilities. The issue was over a [bleeping] shared parking
spot in the middle of a Global Pandemic. Chronically ill, we had
to figure out how to sell or get rid of our car without going outside.
No one wanted to understand or believe that we were ill and
fearful—throwing judgment, neglect, and hate, even expressing
inconvenience over our health issues.
That last straw dictated,
“It was time to detach.”
We [bleeping] did!
…

We mentioned “celibate sex” in earlier chapters. You guessed
it; the hypocrisy is real and rampant, but not only with celibate
monks and priests going after young children. Among the many
scandals with religious groups and organized religions, especially
“The Cult” in question (our poster-child), are sex scandals. There
are more discreet sexual relations in these celibate cults than
at the local social club or corner bar. From the many Puranic
allusions we can stitch together, and the Puranic explanations of
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the illusory nature, Maya, taboos, and dogmas feed the dark side

The forbidden idea of celibacy and having to hide human urges

within us all. Like it or not.

makes the hormones rage.

Secretly, insidiously, and even often subconsciously, the proverbial
forbidden fruits are often-times more tantalizing, even hypnotic.
We may sometimes jokingly hear, “food tastes better when you
steal it” or “sex is best when dangerous, or strange and risky.”
Among the references in scriptural parables is the Adam and Eve
story; the apple of a particular tree was “forbidden,” therefore
irresistible. (And, of course, the [bleeping] patriarchs had to blame

the female. Because, likely in their subconscious, she was the
forbidden fruit.) Nevertheless, our “nature,” acquired-dharma,
is stronger than all of us. Unless you’re Sister Teresa or Gandhi—
and who really knows what they were up to behind closed doors.
Please don’t get a visual!

The story of the fox and the scorpion illustrate the point. A fox,
about to swim across a river, is approached by a scorpion hitching
a ride. “No [BLEEPING] way!! You’ll sting me,” shouts the fox.

Secrecy and the danger of being

found out behind it all exponentially multiply the endorphins in
the air from everyone. The atmosphere becomes surcharged—
an insidious incestuous undercurrent of repulsion and attraction
surfaces beneath the social fabric.

Every glance resembles a

seduction, even when not. Urges and allegations fester, attractions turn to repulse, affairs and unlikely encounters emerge in
the shadows—never to see light. The most staunch, disturbed
by it all, become angry and judgmental.

Every inch of skin

elicits feelings—attraction or repulsion. As one dear lady friend
once pointed out, “even an elbow is a turn-on in this climate.”
Swamis and monks have been caught playing with themselves,
each other, their secretaries, or the altar-boys. Women cheat on
their husbands much more in those climates than outside the cults.
The whole [bleeping] thing becomes a love-hate smorgasbord of
“celibate sex.”
Angers, and tempers, and judgments,

The scorpion argues, “of course I won’t! If I do, will both drown!”

…oh my!

The fox agreed, and sure enough, halfway across, the scorpion

And the entire social structure crumbles because of one stupid

digs in. “What the [BLEEP]? Now you’re going to drown with

me!” screams the fox. “Sorry, it’s my nature,” cried the scorpion.
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unrealistic [bleeping] Taboo. Call us crazy—we’ve seen it happen
to tell the story. A bunch of sexually frustrated hippies put on
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robes, and as if by magic, the most potent force in the universe,

paralysis when confronted with a straight chalk line pointing

procreation, is defeated. [Alrighty then!]

forward.28 Progress is the main taboo, both with religious and

We don’t need to read the Puranas to know about the “birds and

political cults.

the bees” and the simple “facts of life.” Our genetic makeup and

The old world cult mentality is not limited to religious and political

the modes of nature, the forces of creation, our acquired dharma

cults. Entire societies, cultures, global educational systems, and

(our inherent acquired nature) force us to attempt procreation

institutions are victim to the veils of Maya. There exist no lack of

(sex) even against our will. Those who deny this truth are clearly

examples. This human race is one wacky, indoctrinated herd. For

missing a spark-plug or two. It’s simple-science and everyday

instance, when we first encountered the Human Rights debacle

observation with humankind.

of Pro-Life and Pro-Choice in our teens, back in high school, we

“
“

…by what is one impelled to sinful acts, even unwillingly, as if engaged by force?” (asked Arjuna)

It is lust only, Oh Arjuna, which is born of contact
with the material modes of passion and later transformed into wrath, and which is the all-devouring,
sinful enemy of this world “

~ Bhagavad Gita Purana 3:36-37

Yet, “The cult” leaders, led by “Mr. Swami,”, like the Catholic
Church, continue in denial and refuse to change failed traditions.
At the cost of many innocent children, their patriarch misinterpretations and taboos do not move them to re-examine and change
course. The “fundamentalist” knuckleheads are stuck on a chalk
line of tradition, like conservatives, with the hypnotic catatonic
fear in certain animals. E.g., the chicken goes into catatonic
54 | Truly Being Human The True Magic of Yoga

began to ask about turning the tables with Vasectomies—it was like
cursing out someone’s mother. We are yet to hear from anyone,
not one single voice our entire life; that known to be “Effectively

Reversible Vasectomies”29 could have contributed to solving the
violent and abuse abortion debate problem for both sides many
decades ago. Instead, we still get blank stares when we bring up
the subject. No one will even commit to the discussion. The patriarchy runs so deep in our veins that even the proverbial “ten-foot
pole’ will not step forward.
The entire material paradigm is one big [bleeping] lie from one
viewpoint or another.
28
29

The dialectical nature of conscious-

Catatonic paralyzed chicken – http://bit.ly/like-Hypnotizing-a-Chicken
Catatonic paralyzed chicken fear of the chalk line
Vasectomy Reversal Highly Effective – http://bit.ly/VasectomyReversalHighlyEffective
Vasectomy reversal highly effective, even after 15 years
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ness-based realities leaves too much wiggle room to land anything

their women covered from head to toe with Burkas because the

concrete on any topic, situation, or perspective. Detach we must,

men apparently are afraid of sex with women.31

or we go crazy with the rest of the asylum. Be true to yourself—be

then going after the altar boys? Inquiring minds may want to

genuinely human so that you may be responsibly in control of the

know. Of course, they are!32

acquired dharmas that engulf us. Mistakes will happen; we can

If all this doesn’t outrage us,

only grow. The Puranas teachings of karma and sambandha and

then we’re not [bleeping] paying attention that
there’s something very [bleeping] wrong!!

the relativity behind it all—the meditation—give us the cohesion
and a sense of sanity to maintain common sense on the journey.
Indeed, we don’t need the Puranas to tell us how different all our

“realities” are. Looking at the political, cultural, and religious
landscapes in our various countries and across the world, we can
see the variety of peculiarities and diverse realities we all perceive
and believe to be real. There is no doubt we are all crazy, deeply
believing we see absurdities that do not exist. From the QAnon
cult in politics truly believing that Jewish Space lasers are setting
the fires in California, or a cargo ship stuck in the Sues Canal
for a week was Hillary Clinton transferring children for sex—
an entire group believes the allegations.30 Isn’t that as [bleeping]
rational as various religious cults starting wars and killing others
because they believe a different absurd interpretation of the same
book? Among the examples is that an entire culture among several
countries at war with each other for centuries continue keeping

By the Yin Yang reality of things, we are forced to filter our
humanity; our feelings, language, expression, and behavior. In
some moderate ways, these various absurd value systems are a
good thing, at least as some essentials to keep law and order, in
certain cultures still living in the past. Yet, because these values
and judgments grow organically and randomly from society to
culture, to religion, even generations, unable to get regulated,
some of them become dangerous dogmas and taboos into unknown
futures where neither purpose nor relation applies. Inevitably,
the emotional and psychological damage goes viral from the
individual on through entire societies and cultures—it’s a karmic
madness from where there is no exit—so we tend to submit to the
mayhem, tolerate, “go with the flow,” and fit-in. Right?
31
32

30

Hillary Clinton accused by QAnon – http://bit.ly/QAnon-Suez-Canal-2021
http://bit.ly/QAnon-Suez-Canal-2021
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Are they also

Burkas – http://bit.ly/Burkas
Wikipedia
The Children Behind the Burka – http://bit.ly/Behind-The-Burka
The Guardian: The hypocrisy of child abuse in many Muslim countries
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Wrong again!!

and laws. Yet, as essential as they may be in their subjective

The ‘way of the world’ is never healthy without searching deep

perspective and are only blinding and censoring in the end. This

within ourselves while reaching ever outward for an objective

paradox is yet another aspect of Maya’s veil, the illusory energy

universal view of things. The Puranas, with their wisdom of the

discussed in the Puranas, which keeps us from seeing reality as

ages, allow us the comfort of balancing the dualistic reality of

it is. Navigating human life blinded by avarice, judgments, and

this Yin Yang existence. Not only understanding but submerging

taboos imposed by others, from some distant past, is the fate of

oneself in the Puranic Science of sambandha and the magic

humanity, which precludes us (you) from being able to see Reality

of karma is the essential medicine for the heart and soul of

The Beautiful!34

individuals and leaders. A “mindfulness” of our dialectical world
surfaces, as with Dialectical Behavioral Therapy33 after grasping
this Quantum-like Puranic science of Karmic Entanglements. The
balance and perspective provided by the Puranic Science anoints a
sense of universal love and belonging in an authentic relationship
with all things. A journey begins—as the Puranas explain, a

environment, these same values cloud over human expression and

According to the Puranas, what we see when we look at the world
is indeed a series of veils and curtains projected from our biases
and perceptions. Modern science theorizes the probability of a

holographic universe35 projected from the subatomic. And the
Puranic Ancient Science described a cascading transformation of

“Journey Home.”

elemental substances initiated by consciousness (decoherence),

Again, in some absurd ways, these value systems do help maintain

matter into existence. From both perspectives, it’s all a [bleeping]

behavioral standards to keep order. We can search up and down

illusion based on outside forces and intentions from some universal

the entire spectra of human values, dogmas, and taboos, only to

life-force beyond physical matter. Illusioned by the glare, we take

find that no matter how inaccurate or outrageous, these all help

ourselves too seriously in these puny one hundred years, which in

which altogether project what we see and experience as physical

maintain some order within cultures and tribes, religions, nations
33

Dialectical Behavioral Therapy – http://bit.ly/Dialectical-Behavioral-Therapy
DBT For Dummies In Fact, DBT For Dummies will help some wrap
their brain around this illusive ancient Puranic Quantum Lens!
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Swami B.R. Sridhar – http://bit.ly/RealityTheBeautiful
Search For Sri Krishna: Reality The Beautiful (book on Amazon)
Holographic Universe – http://bit.ly/Why-Universe-Hologram
YouTube Sabine Hossenfelder Why Universe Hologram
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the eyes of infinity equal to zero. Be real to yourself and be true

The QAnon QOP members are insane, cult members following

to the simple math around us. Getting caught up in the madness

cult leaders are insane, and the world’s [bleeping] religions are all

is a [bleeping] disaster for oneself and our journey that awaits—

insane—keeping in mind that opposing groups like the Democrats

whatever that may be.

are not off the hook. All political parties thrive on the elements that

Cults are everywhere, religious and political; social and cultural
cults are mindsets sprouted from value systems and beliefs rarely
based on common sense or even complete or current truths.
Whether it’s the QAnon cult of the United States Republican

form a cult, driven partisanship, required loyalty, and negotiated

agreements from motivated reasoning and selective perspectives
and agendas. The posturing is always twisted tangles of rhetoric
and interpretations, like lawyers spinning a case.
The world is a lie!

party in 2020, or “The Cult Branch” poster-child discussed as an
example, or the college fraternity, the motivating force is always a

tangle of twisted truths frayed into knots of lies and deceit for one
gain or another. That is, these cult leaders manipulate apparent
facts and insidiously weave them into posturing and presentations that are no longer factual as a whole. As per the Puranas

All the daily News channels consistently remind us of the weaves,
slants, tilts, and spins of truth creating realities around us. Political
cults are more dangerous than religious cults. One prominent News
Station lays it all out in this must-watch story36 (see footnote).
…

and some modern Quantum perspectives, the discussed dialectical
nature of reality explains and gives a sense of rational outlook to
the madness of humankind and the building blocks of the world’s

Yet, God does exist and persists behind the curtain of Creation.

diverse cults and indoctrinations. Humankind is a [bleeping] insane

They humorously wait for you to detach from ALL the tribes,

asylum—like it or not—from many points of view.

which we all managed to knit into this tangle of reality. Detaching

“

I’ve never had a bank account!” Whimperingly cries as if begging
for compassion, one of many Millionaire Swamis (the “Renounced” order)
at the start of each lecture while solely controlling hundreds of millions
through his own devoted, dedicated ‘disciple’ accountants and attorneys.
~ We’ll give the reader three guesses whose clown theatrics these are.
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does not mean, as our poster-child “Cult” will tell you, “to
surrender unto them.”
36

While always misinterpreted by them,

CNN Jim Acosta – http://bit.ly/CNN-Example
CNN Jim Acosta – Chew on This–
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the Bhagavad Gita’s conclusion clearly states this aphorism ever

[BLEEP] them! Detach!

so clearly. In fact, the very verse gives light to the insanity of

“The Cult” members who believe that ‘their particular interpre-

At a bare minimum, a familiarity of the Puranic science of

tation’ is the unmentioned exception in the same exact teaching—

sambandha and karma, preferably total indulgence, begins to

truly believing something is there when it’s not—like a cult. The

shed light and a sense of sanity to a crazy world—without surren-

Bhagavad Gita verse clearly states:

dering to it.

“I am seated in everyone’s heart, and from Me come
remembrance, knowledge and forgetfulness… Abandon
ALL varieties of religion and just surrender unto Me.
I shall deliver you from all sinful reaction (bad karma). Do not fear.”

~Bhagavad Gita Purana

Oftentimes, out of pure ignorance (tamas), the

Puranas explain, people and the world can be cruel and unjust.
Some without even knowing empirically, covered by their own
unconscious bias, avarice, and narcissism—believing they are the
bodies they inhabit—distinct and intimidated by the various hues
of their skin, language, or places of birth—racism. The insanity
is accidental, yet it is all around us. The Puranas explain this

The teaching there is to “Surrender to Me (Vishnu in the heart),”

Maya as a threefold modus operandi of the material nature that

NOT the [bleeping] organization or leaders of the cult, whatever

engulfs us. These are cosmic forces from consciousness known as

crimes and mischief they are allowed to commit.

goodness (sattva), passion (rajas), and ignorance (tamas). They

Therefore, just [bleeping] Detach!!

The Puranas, among their many conclusions, implore humanity to
detach. Detach from all that is toxic, situations, groups, cults or
tribes, even friends and family, when respect, support, kindness,
or empathy are not reciprocal or just nonexistent. Even if they
just don’t understand you, this life is too short and challenging
to begin with, to stay connected with forces, systems, mindsets,
or people whose acquired dharma does not support your journey.
62 | Truly Being Human The True Magic of Yoga

are not going away! These are a sort of programming based on

karma, which we will go into in another edition. We cannot fix
the world around us or others. We can only fix ourselves and lead
by example—with detachment.
Understanding this inescapable reality becomes exceedingly
crucial for leaders and do-gooders to understand the limitations
and aim for realistic middle-way goals like Democratic-Socialism.

Both Communism and Capitalism have consistently

failed the working class creating inequality, poverty, and segreTruly Being Human The True Magic of Yoga
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gation. Getting a sober, realistic handle on the observable fact

racism, separatism, and supremacy—yet no one dares come

that everything in creation is dialectical and ultimately based

forward, not even the ten-foot-pole. While we may all under-

on consciousness may begin a healing therapy for leaders and

stand the sensitivity and sensibility of certain “freedoms,” we all

the masses without getting all [bleeping] religious, sectarian, and

agree that it is illegal, immoral, and just wrong to yell “Fire!” in

segregationally racist.

a crowded theater. Why is teaching innocent children subliminal



Current political goals will never work without getting this
dialectical-decoherence truth from both modern Quantum Science
and the Ancient Texts! If we do not listen to the science, we will
remain in the failed past.
Conclusions?

For leaders, teachers, and influencers, the new, 100-year-late
Education System paradigm is not only overdue but now highly
damaging. We must cease teaching K through 12+ only Classical
Physics; without new Quantum Science thought, principles, and
possibilities—side by side.

Comparatively, that might be the

easy part—still, good luck with that. The ugly [bleeping] elephant
in this room is “Religious Education!” We teach our children
from pre-school that God will punish others, in one manner or
another, for not being “like us.” And why is that still [bleeping]
acceptable—seriously??

There lies the dialectical [bleeping]

idiocy of humankind. That “freedom” is why we are not yet
“Civilized.” We are free to indoctrinate children into religious
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hatred acceptable by any norms, especially for priests, swamis,
rabbis, and clerics? Like Freedom of Speech, all “freedoms” need
to be regulated, especially “Religious Freedom.” Let’s grow some
spines and [cojones] and challenge conservative traditions from a
clearly failed past.
For individual Self-Help, stay away from all [bleep-holes] and
cults.

Detach, detach, detach!

Detach not only from toxic

people but anyone who does not support your journey or makes
no concerted effort to understand you. They do not deserve the
beauty of your presence in their lives. Just try to respect them
from afar as simultaneously one and different infinitesimal sparks
of consciousness from an infinite Ocean of Consciousness. Only
then, from a distance, are many of us truly able to forgive.
Have a good [bleeping] life, our siblings—it’s a short chapter—
prepare for the next—and don’t forget, stay [bleeping] detached

from toxic Karmic Entanglement from those that don’t support
and respect you. It’ll be the best thing you can do for the planet.
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…

“

As grains of sand come together and are
separated again by the force of ocean waves,
living entities in material bodies come together
and are separated again by the Force of Time.”
~Bhagavatam Purana 2:15:3
…

…
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until touched by Time, due to the desire of the jiva-atman
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After a lifetime of cult experiences, we thought we had two books to write. One book
was about the insidious nature behind political, religious, and racial cults—and why
racism is not going away (ever)—where we may need to go—the other book about the
yet hidden ancient Quantum-like science of Karma.
Then came 2015, the Trump Cult, QAnon, the QOP (the late GOP), the “Flat Earth,”
and “lizard baby-eating pedophiles” running the world, including the Royal Family, the
Dalai Lama, Oprah, and Hillary Clinton—“from outer space!!” All during a deadly Global
Pandemic. “Holy cow [$#¡†!], Batman,” we thought. “These are exactly like the fundamentalists’ cults, in motive, profile, nature, and reason.” And all tied together in a tragically comical causality—Quantum-like Karmic theory—from the world’s oldest, 25,000year-old Philosophical Texts, plus modern scientists, and world-renowned philosophers
across time. And it all seems to make sense when you stitch it all together.
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However, due to the insidious nature of the coincidental overlaps, and the morons
involved, this could ONLY be explained by going completely [bleeping] politically
incorrect. Still, a sincere and critical outlook for students of Yoga and Eastern Spirituality! We hope you find this unique perspective both enlightening and enjoyable. \\\

TIME
P R A D H A N A

According to the Ancient Puranas: All these “substances” (fields) are strewn everywhere
unmanifest (pradhana) until touched by Time, due to the desire of the jiva-atman
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